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ABSTRACT

In recent years, there has been a explosion in the amount of text

data from a variety of sources. This volume of text is an invaluable

source of information and knowledgewhich needs to be effectively

summarized to be useful. In this review, the main approaches to

automatic text summarization are described. We review the differ-

ent processes for summarization and describe the effectiveness and

shortcomings of the different methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the dramatic growth of the Internet, people are overwhelmed

by the tremendous amount of online information and documents.
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This expanding availability of documents has demanded exhaus-

tive research in the area of automatic text summarization. Accord-

ing to Radef et al. [53] a summary is defined as “a text that is pro-

duced from one or more texts, that conveys important information

in the original text(s), and that is no longer than half of the original

text(s) and usually, significantly less than that”.

Automatic text summarization is the task of producing a concise

and fluent summarywhile preserving key information content and

overall meaning. In recent years, numerous approaches have been

developed for automatic text summarization and applied widely in

various domains. For example, search engines generate snippets

as the previews of the documents [73]. Other examples include

news websites which produce condensed descriptions of news top-

ics usually as headlines to facilitate browsing or knowledge extrac-

tive approaches [8, 61, 72].

Automatic text summarization is very challenging, becausewhen

we as humans summarize a piece of text, we usually read it entirely

to develop our understanding, and thenwrite a summary highlight-

ing its main points. Since computers lack human knowledge and

language capability, it makes automatic text summarization a very

difficult and non-trivial task.

Automatic text summarization gained attraction as early as the

1950s. An important research of these days was [38] for summariz-

ing scientific documents. Luhn et al. [38] introduced a method to

extract salient sentences from the text using features such as word

and phrase frequency. They proposed to weight the sentences of

a document as a function of high frequency words, ignoring very

high frequency common words. Edmundson et al. [23] described a

paradigm based on key phrases which in addition to standard fre-

quency depending weights, used the following three methods to

determine the sentence weight:

(1) CueMethod: The relevance of a sentence is calculated based

on the presence or absence of certain cue words in the cue

dictionary.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1707.02268v3
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(2) Title Method: The weight of a sentence is computed as

the sum of all the content words appearing in the title and

headings of a text.

(3) LocationMethod: This method assumes that sentences ap-

pearing in the beginning of document as well as the begin-

ning of individual paragraphs have a higher probability of

being relevant.

Since then, many works have been published to address the

problem of automatic text summarization (see [24, 26] for more

information about more advanced techniques until 2000s).

In general, there are two different approaches for automatic sum-

marization: extraction and abstraction. Extractive summarizationmeth-

ods work by identifying important sections of the text and gener-

ating them verbatim; thus, they depend only on extraction of sen-

tences from the original text. In contrast, abstractive summariza-

tionmethods aim at producing important material in a newway. In

other words, they interpret and examine the text using advanced

natural language techniques in order to generate a new shorter

text that conveys the most critical information from the original

text. Even though summaries created by humans are usually not

extractive, most of the summarization research today has focused

on extractive summarization. Purely extractive summaries often

times give better results compared to automatic abstractive sum-

maries [24]. This is because of the fact that abstractive summa-

rization methods cope with problems such as semantic represen-

tation, inference and natural language generation which are rela-

tively harder than data-driven approaches such as sentence extrac-

tion. As a matter of fact, there is no completely abstractive summa-

rization system today. Existing abstractive summarizers often rely

on an extractive preprocessing component to produce the abstract

of the text [11, 33].

Consequently, in this paper we focus on extractive summariza-

tion methods and provide an overview of some of the most dom-

inant approaches in this category. There are a number of papers

that provide extensive overviews of text summarization techniques

and systems [37, 46, 58, 67].

2 EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION

Asmentioned before, extractive summarization techniques produce

summaries by choosing a subset of the sentences in the original

text. These summaries contain the most important sentences of

the input. Input can be a single document or multiple documents.

In order to better understand how summarization systemswork,

we describe three fairly independent tasks which all summarizers

perform [46]: 1) Construct an intermediate representation of the in-

put text which expresses the main aspects of the text. 2) Score the

sentences based on the representation. 3) select a summary com-

prising of a number of sentences.

2.1 Intermediate Representation

Every summarization system creates some intermediate represen-

tation of the text it intends to summarize and finds salient content

based on this representation. There are two types of approaches

based on the representation: topic representation and indicator rep-

resentation. Topic representation approaches transform the text into

an intermediate representation and interpret the topic(s) discussed

in the text. Topic representation-based summarization techniques

differ in terms of their complexity and representation model, and

are divided into frequency-driven approaches, topicword approaches,

latent semantic analysis and Bayesian topic models [46]. We elabo-

rate topic representation approaches in the following sections. In-

dicator representation approaches describe every sentence as a list

of features (indicators) of importance such as sentence length, po-

sition in the document, having certain phrases, etc.

2.2 Sentence Score

When the intermediate representation is generated, we assign an

importance score to each sentence. In topic representation approaches,

the score of a sentence represents how well the sentence explains

some of the most important topics of the text. In most of the indi-

cator representation methods, the score is computed by aggregat-

ing the evidence from different indicators. Machine learning tech-

niques are often used to find indicator weights.

2.3 Summary Sentences Selection

Eventually, the summarizer system selects the top k most impor-

tant sentences to produce a summary. Some approaches use greedy

algorithms to select the important sentences and some approaches

may convert the selection of sentences into an optimization prob-

lem where a collection of sentences is chosen, considering the con-

straint that it should maximize overall importance and coherency

and minimize the redundancy. There are other factors that should

be taken into considerationwhile selecting the important sentences.

For example, context in which the summary is created may be help-

ful in deciding the importance. Type of the document (e.g. news

article, email, scientific paper) is another factor which may impact

selecting the sentences.

3 TOPIC REPRESENTATION APPROACHES

In this section we describe some of the most widely used topic

representation approaches.

3.1 Topic Words

The topic words technique is one of the common topic represen-

tation approaches which aims to identify words that describe the

topic of the input document. [38] was one the earliest works that

leveraged this method by using frequency thresholds to locate the

descriptive words in the document and represent the topic of the

document. A more advanced version of Luhn’s idea was presented

in [22] in which they used log-likelihood ratio test to identify ex-

planatory words which in summarization literature are called the

“topic signature”. Utilizing topic signature words as topic repre-

sentation was very effective and increased the accuracy of multi-

document summarization in the news domain [29]. For more infor-

mation about log-likelihood ratio test, see [46].

There are two ways to compute the importance of a sentence: as

a function of the number of topic signatures it contains, or as the

proportion of the topic signatures in the sentence. Both sentence

scoring functions relate to the same topic representation, however,

they might assign different scores to sentences. The first method

may assign higher scores to longer sentences, because they have
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more words. The second approach measures the density of the

topic words.

3.2 Frequency-driven Approaches

When assigning weights of words in topic representations, we can

think of binary (0 or 1) or real-value (continuous) weights and de-

cide which words are more correlated to the topic. The two most

common techniques in this category are:word probability and TFIDF

(Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency).

3.2.1 Word Probability. The simplest method to use frequency

of words as indicators of importance is word probability. The prob-

ability of a wordw is determined as the number of occurrences of

the word, f (w), divided by the number of all words in the input

(which can be a single document or multiple documents):

P(w) =
f (w)

N
(1)

Vanderwende et al. [75] proposed the SumBasic system which

uses only the word probability approach to determine sentence im-

portance. For each sentence, Sj , in the input, it assigns a weight

equal to the average probability of the words in the sentence:

д(Sj ) =

∑

wi ∈Sj P(wi )

|{wi |wi ∈ Sj }|
(2)

where д(Sj ) is the weight of sentence Sj .

In the next step, it picks the best scoring sentence that contains

the highest probability word. This step ensures that the highest

probability word, which represents the topic of the document at

that point, is included in the summary. Then for each word in the

chosen sentence, the weight is updated:

pnew (wi ) = pold (wi )pold (wi ) (3)

This wordweight update indicates that the probability of aword

appearing in the summary is lower than a word occurring once.

The aforementioned selection steps will repeat until the desired

length summary is reached. The sentence selection approach used

by SumBasic is based on the greedy strategy. Yih et al. [79] used

an optimization approach (as sentence selection strategy) to max-

imize the occurrence of the important words globally over the en-

tire summary. [2] is another example of using an optimization ap-

proach.

3.2.2 TFIDF. Since word probability techniques depend on a

stop word list in order to not consider them in the summary and

because deciding which words to put in the stop list is not very

straight forward, there is a need for more advanced techniques.

One of themore advanced and very typical methods to give weight

to words is TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency).

This weighting technique assesses the importance of words and

identifies very common words (that should be omitted from con-

sideration) in the document(s) by giving low weights to words ap-

pearing in most documents. The weight of each word w in docu-

ment d is computed as follows:

q(w) = fd (w) ∗ loд
|D |

fD (w)
(4)

where fd (w) is term frequency of word w in the document d ,

fD (w) is the number of documents that contain word w and |D |

is the number of documents in the collection D. For more infor-

mation about TFIDF and other term weighting schemes, see [59].

TFIDF weights are easy and fast to compute and also are good

measures for determining the importance of sentences, therefore

many existing summarizers [2, 3, 24] have utilized this technique

(or some form of it).

Centroid-based summarization, another set of techniques which

has become a common baseline, is based on TFIDF topic represen-

tation. This kind of method ranks sentences by computing their

salience using a set of features. A complete overview of the centroid-

based approach is available in [55] but we outline briefly the basic

idea.

The first step is topic detection and documents that describe

the same topic clustered together. To achieve this goal, TFIDF vec-

tor representations of the documents are created and those words

whose TFIDF scores are below a threshold are removed. Then, a

clustering algorithm is run over the TFIDF vectors, consecutively

adding documents to clusters and recomputing the centroids ac-

cording to:

c j =

∑

d ∈Cj
d

|Cj |
(5)

where c j is the centroid of the jth cluster andCj is the set of doc-

uments that belong to that cluster. Centroids can be considered as

pseudo-documents that consist of thosewordswhose TFIDF scores

are higher than the threshold and form the cluster.

The second step is using centroids to identify sentences in each

cluster that are central to topic of the entire cluster. To accomplish

this goal, two metrics are defined [54]: cluster-based relative utility

(CBRU) and cross-sentence informational subsumption (CSIS). CBRU

decides how relevant a particular sentence is to the general topic of

the entire cluster and CSIS measure redundancy among sentences.

In order to approximate two metrics, three features (i.e. central

value, positional value and first-sentence overlap) are used. Next,

the final score of each sentence is computed and the selection of

sentences is determined. For another related work, see [76].

3.3 Latent Semantic Analysis

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) which is introduced by [20], is an

unsupervisedmethod for extracting a representation of text seman-

tics based on observed words. Gong and Liu [25] initially proposed

a method using LSA to select highly ranked sentences for single

and multi-document summarization in the news domain. The LSA

method first builds a term-sentence matrix (n bym matrix), where

each row corresponds to a word from the input (n words) and each

column corresponds to a sentence (m sentences). Each entry ai j of

the matrix is the weight of the word i in sentence j. The weights

of the words are computed by TFIDF technique and if a sentence

does not have a word the weight of that word in the sentence is

zero. Then singular value decomposition (SVD) is used on the ma-

trix and transforms the matrix A into three matrices: A = UΣVT .

MatrixU (n×m) represents a term-topic matrix having weights

of words. Matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix (m ×m) where each row
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i corresponds to the weight of a topic i . Matrix VT is the topic-

sentence matrix. The matrix D = ΣVT describes how much a sen-

tence represent a topic, thus, di j shows the weight of the topic i in

sentence j.

Gong and Liu’s method was to choose one sentence per each

topic, therefore, based on the length of summary in terms of sen-

tences, they retained the number of topics. This strategy has a

drawback due to the fact that a topic may need more than one

sentence to convey its information. Consequently, alternative so-

lutions were proposed to improve the performance of LSA-based

techniques for summarization. One enhancement was to leverage

the weight of each topic to decide the relative size of the sum-

mary that should cover the topic, which gives the flexibility of

having a variable number of sentences. Another advancement is

described in [68]. Steinberger et al. [68] introduced a LSA-based

methodwhich achieves a significantly better performance than the

original work. They realized that the sentences that discuss some

of important topics are good candidates for summaries, thus, in

order to locate those sentences they defined the weight of the sen-

tence as follows:

Let д be the "weight" function, then

д(si ) =

√

√

√ m
∑

j=1

d2
i j

(6)

For other variations of LSA technique, see [27, 50].

3.4 Bayesian Topic Models

Many of the existingmulti-document summarizationmethods have

two limitations [77]: 1) They consider the sentences as indepen-

dent of each other, so topics embedded in the documents are disre-

garded. 2) Sentence scores computed by most existing approaches

typically do not have very clear probabilistic interpretations, and

many of the sentence scores are calculated using heuristics.

Bayesian topicmodels are probabilistic models that uncover and

represent the topics of documents. They are quite powerful and

appealing, because they represent the information (i.e. topics) that

are lost in other approaches. Their advantage in describing and

representing topics in detail enables the development of summa-

rizer systems which can determine the similarities and differences

between documents to be used in summarization [39].

Apart from enhancement of topic and document representation,

topic models often utilize a distinct measure for scoring the sen-

tence called Kullbak-Liebler (KL). The KL is a measure of differ-

ence (divergence) between two probability distributions P and Q

[34]. In summarization where we have probability of words, the

KL divergence of Q from P over the wordsw is defined as :

DKL (P | |Q) =
∑

w

P(w) log
P(w)

Q(w)
(7)

where P(w) and Q(w) are probabilities ofw in P and Q .

KL divergence is an interesting method for scoring sentences in

the summarization, because it shows the fact that good summaries

are intuitively similar to the input documents. It describes how the

importance of words alters in the summary in comparisonwith the

input, i.e. the KL divergence of a good summary and the input will

be low.

Probabilistic topic models have gained dramatic attention in re-

cent years in various domains [4–7, 17, 28, 44, 57]. Latent Dirichlet

allocation (LDA) model is the state of the art unsupervised tech-

nique for extracting thematic information (topics) of a collection

of documents. A complete review for LDA can be found in [12, 69],

but the main idea is that documents are represented as a random

mixture of latent topics, where each topic is a probability distribu-

tion over words.

LDA has been extensively used for multi-document summariza-

tion recently. For example, Daume et al. [19] proposed BayeSum, a

Bayesian summarization model for query-focused summarization.

Wang et al. [77] introduced a Bayesian sentence-based topic model

for summarizationwhich used both term-document and term-sentence

associations. Their system achieved significance performance and

outperformedmany other summarization methods. Celikyilmaz et

al. [13] describe multi-document summarization as a prediction

problem based on a two-phase hybrid model. First, they propose

a hierarchical topic model to discover the topic structures of all

sentences. Then, they compute the similarities of candidate sen-

tences with human-provided summaries using a novel tree-based

sentence scoring function. In the second step they make use of

these scores and train a regression model according the lexical and

structural characteristics of the sentences, and employ the model

to score sentences of new documents (unseen documents) to form

a summary.

4 KNOWLEDGE BASES AND AUTOMATIC

SUMMARIZATION

The goal of automatic text summarization is to create summaries

that are similar to human-created summaries. However, in many

cases, the soundness and readability of created summaries are not

satisfactory, because the summaries do not cover all the semanti-

cally relevant aspects of data in an effective way. This is because

many of the existing text summarization techniques do not con-

sider the semantics of words. A step towards building more ac-

curate summarization systems is to combine summarization tech-

niques with knowledge bases (semantic-based or ontology-based

summarizers).

The advent of human-generated knowledge bases and various

ontologies in many different domains (e.g. Wikipedia, YAGO, DB-

pedia, etc) has opened further possibilities in text summarization ,

and reached increasing attention recently. For example, Henning et

al. [30] present an approach to sentence extraction that maps sen-

tences to concepts of an ontology. By considering the ontology fea-

tures, they can improve the semantic representation of sentences

which is beneficial in selection of sentences for summaries. They

experimentally showed that ontology-based extraction of sentences

outperforms baseline summarizers. Chen et al. [16] introduce a

user query-based text summarizer that uses the UMLS medical on-

tology to make a summary for medical text. Baralis et al. [10] pro-

pose a Yago-based summarizer that leverages YAGO ontology [70]

to identify key concepts in the documents. The concepts are eval-

uated and then used to select the most representative document

sentences. Sankarasubramaniam et al. [60] introduce an approach
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that employs Wikipedia in conjunction with a graph-based rank-

ing technique. First, they create a bipartite sentence-concept graph,

and then use an iterative ranking algorithm for selecting summary

sentences.

5 THE IMPACT OF CONTEXT IN

SUMMARIZATION

Summarization systems often have additional evidence they can

utilize in order to specify themost important topics of document(s).

For example when summarizing blogs, there are discussions or

comments coming after the blog post that are good sources of in-

formation to determine which parts of the blog are critical and in-

teresting. In scientific paper summarization, there is a considerable

amount of information such as cited papers and conference infor-

mation which can be leveraged to identify important sentences in

the original paper. In the following, we describe some the contexts

in more details.

5.1 Web Summarization

Web pages contains lots of elements which cannot be summarized

such as pictures. The textual information they have is often scarce,

whichmakes applying text summarization techniques limited.Nonethe-

less, we can consider the context of a web page, i.e. pieces of infor-

mation extracted from content of all the pages linking to it, as addi-

tional material to improve summarization. The earliest research in

this regard is [9] where they query web search engines and fetch

the pages having links to the specified web page. Then they an-

alyze the candidate pages and select the best sentences contain-

ing links to the web page heuristically. Delort et al. [21] extended

and improved this approach by using an algorithm trying to select

a sentence about the same topic that covers as many aspects of

the web page as possible. For blog summarization, [31] proposed

a method that first derives representative words from comments

and then selects important sentences from the blog post contain-

ing representative words. For more related works, see [32, 63, 64].

5.2 Scientific Articles Summarization

A useful source of information when summarizing a scientific pa-

per (i.e. citation-based summarization) is to find other papers that

cite the target paper and extract the sentences in which the refer-

ences take place in order to identify the important aspects of the

target paper. Mei et al. [41] propose a language model that gives

a probability to each word in the citation context sentences. They

then score the importance of sentences in the original paper using

the KL divergence method (i.e. finding the similarity between a sen-

tence and the language model). For more information, see [1, 51]

5.3 Email Summarization

Email has some distinct characteristics that indicates the aspects

of both spoken conversation and written text. For example, sum-

marization techniques must consider the interactive nature of the

dialog as in spoken conversations. Nenkova et al. [45] presented

early research in this regard, by proposing a method to generate a

summary for the first two levels of the thread discussion. A thread

consists of one or more conversations between two or more partic-

ipants over time. They select a message from the root message and

from each response to the root, considering the overlap with root

context. Rambow et al. [56] used a machine learning technique

and included features related to the thread as well as features of

the email structure such as position of the sentence in the tread,

number of recipients, etc. Newman et al. [47] describe a system to

summarize a full mailbox rather than a single thread by clustering

messages into topical groups and then extracting summaries for

each cluster.

6 INDICATOR REPRESENTATION

APPROACHES

Indicator representation approaches aim to model the representa-

tion of the text based on a set of features and use them to directly

rank the sentences rather than representing the topics of the in-

put text. Graph-based methods and machine learning techniques

are often employed to determine the important sentences to be in-

cluded in the summary.

6.1 Graph Methods for Summarization

Graph methods, which are influenced by PageRank algorithm [42],

represent the documents as a connected graph. Sentences form the

vertices of the graph and edges between the sentences indicate how

similar the two sentences are. A common technique employed to

connect two vertices is to measure the similarity of two sentences

and if it is greater then a threshold they are connected. The most

often used method for similarity measure is cosine similarity with

TFIDF weights for words.

This graph representation results in two outcomes. First, the

partitions (sub-graphs) included in the graph, create discrete top-

ics covered in the documents. The second outcome is the identifi-

cation of the important sentences in the document. Sentences that

are connected to many other sentences in the partition are possi-

bly the center of the graph and more likely to be included in the

summary.

Graph-based methods can be used for single as well as multi-

document summarization [24]. Since they do not need language-

specific linguistic processing other than sentence and word bound-

ary detection, they can also be applied to various languages [43].

Nonetheless, using TFIDF weighting scheme for similarity mea-

sure has limitations, because it only preserves frequency of words

and does not take the syntactic and semantic information into ac-

count. Thus, similarity measures based on syntactic and semantic

information enhances the performance of the summarization sys-

tem [14]. For more graph-based approaches, see [46].

6.2 Machine Learning for Summarization

Machine learning approaches model the summarization as a classi-

fication problem. [35] is an early research attempt at applying ma-

chine learning techniques for summarization. Kupiec et al. develop

a classification function, naive-Bayes classifier, to classify the sen-

tences as summary sentences and non-summary sentences based

on the features they have, given a training set of documents and

their extractive summaries. The classification probabilities are learned

statistically from the training data using Bayes’ rule:
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P(s ∈ S|F1, F2, . . . , Fk ) =
P(F1, F2, . . . , Fk )|s ∈ S)P(s ∈ S)

P(F1, F2, . . . , Fk )
(8)

where s is a sentence from the document collection, F1, F2, . . . , Fk
are features used in classification and S is the summary to be gen-

erated. Assuming the conditional independence between the fea-

tures:

P(s ∈ S|F1, F2, . . . , Fk ) =

∏k
i=1 P(Fi |s ∈ S)P(s ∈ S)

∏k
i=1 P(Fi )

(9)

The probability a sentence to belongs to the summary is the

score of the sentence. The selected classifier plays the role of a

sentence scoring function. Some of the frequent features used in

summarization include the position of sentences in the document,

sentence length, presence of uppercasewords, similarity of the sen-

tence to the document title, etc. Machine learning approaches have

been widely used in summarization by [48, 78, 80], to name a few.

Naive Bayes, decision trees, support vector machines, Hidden

Markovmodels and Conditional Random Fields are among themost

commonmachine learning techniques used for summarization.One

fundamental difference between classifiers is that sentences to be

included in the summary have to be decided independently. It turns

out that methods explicitly assuming the dependency between sen-

tences such as Hidden Markov model [18] and Conditional Ran-

dom Fields [65] often outperform other techniques.

One of the primary issues in utilizing supervised learning meth-

ods for summarization is that they need a set of training documents

(labeled data) to train the classifier, which may not be always eas-

ily available. Researchers have proposed some alternatives to cope

with this issue:

• Annotated corpora creation: Creating annotated cor-

pus for summarization greatly benefits the researchers, be-

causemore public benchmarkswill be availablewhichmakes

it easier to compare different summarization approaches

together. It also lowers the risk of overfitting with a limited

data. Ulrich et al. [74] introduce a publicly available anno-

tated email corpus and its creation process. However, cre-

ating annotated corpus is very time consuming and more

critically, there is no standard agreement on choosing the

sentences, and different peoplemay select varied sentences

to construct the summary.

• Semi-supervised approaches: Using a semi-supervised

technique to train a classifier. In semi-supervised learn-

ing we utilize the unlabeled data in training. There is usu-

ally a small amount of labeled data along with a large

amount of unlabeled data. For complete overview of semi-

supervised learning, see [15]. Wong et al. [78] proposed

a semi-supervised method for extractive summarization.

They co-trained two classifiers iteratively to exploit unla-

beled data. In each iteration, the unlabeled training exam-

ples (sentences) with top scores are included in the labeled

training set, and the two classifiers are trained on the new

training data.

Machine learning methods have been shown to be very effec-

tive and successful in single and multi-document summarization,

specifically in class specific summarization where classifiers are

trained to locate particular type of information such as scientific

paper summarization [51, 52, 71] and biographical summaries [62,

66, 81].

7 EVALUATION

Evaluation of a summary is a difficult task because there is no ideal

summary for a document or a collection of documents and the def-

inition of a good summary is an open question to large extent [58].

It has been found that human summarizers have low agreement for

evaluating and producing summaries. Additionally, prevalent use

of various metrics and the lack of a standard evaluation metric has

also caused summary evaluation to be difficult and challenging.

7.1 Evaluation of Automatically Produced

Summaries

There have been several evaluation campaigns since the late 1990s

in the US [58]. They include SUMMAC (1996-1998) [40], DUC (the

Document Understanding Conference, 2000-2007) [49], and more

recently TAC (the Text Analysis Conference, 2008-present) 1. These

conferences have primary role in design of evaluation standards

and evaluate the summaries based on human as well as automatic

scoring of the summaries.

In order to be able to do automatic summary evaluation, we

need to conquer three major difficulties: i) It is fundamental to de-

cide and specify the most important parts of the original text to

preserve. ii) Evaluators have to automatically identify these pieces

of important information in the candidate summary, since this in-

formation can be represented using disparate expressions. iii) the

readability of the summary in terms of grammaticality and coher-

ence has to be evaluated.

7.2 Human Evaluation

The simplest way to evaluate a summary is to have a human assess

its quality. For example, in DUC, the judges would evaluate the cov-

erage of the summary, i.e. how much the candidate summary cov-

ered the original given input. In more recent paradigms, in partic-

ular TAC, query-based summaries have been created. Then judges

evaluate to what extent a summary answers the given query. The

factors that human experts must consider when giving scores to

each candidate summary are grammaticality, non redundancy, in-

tegration of most important pieces of information, structure and

coherence. For more information, see [58].

7.3 Automatic Evaluation Methods

There has been a set of metrics to automatically evaluate sum-

maries since the early 2000s. ROUGE is the most widely used met-

ric for automatic evaluation.

7.3.1 ROUGE. Lin [36] introduced a set ofmetrics called Recall-

Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) to automat-

ically determine the quality of a summary by comparing it to hu-

man (reference) summaries. There are several variations of ROUGE

(see [36]), and here we just mention the most broadly used ones:

1http://www.nist.gov/tac/about/index.html
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• ROUGE-n: This metric is recall-based measure and based

on comparison of n-grams. a series of n-grams (mostly

two and three and rarely four) is elicited from the refer-

ence summaries and the candidate summary (automati-

cally generated summary). Let p be "the number of com-

mon n-grams between candidate and reference summary",

and q be "the number of n-grams extracted from the refer-

ence summary only". The score is computed as:

ROUGE-n =
p

q
(10)

• ROUGE-L: This measure employs the concept of longest

common subsequence (LCS) between the two sequences of

text. The intuition is that the longer the LCS between two

summary sentences, the more similar they are. Although

this metric is more flexible than the previous one, it has a

drawback that all n-grams must be consecutive. For more

information about this metric and its refined metric, see

[36].

• ROUGE-SU:Thismetric called skip bi-gramand uni-gram

ROUGE and considers bi-grams as well as uni-grams. This

metric allows insertion of words between the first and the

last words of the bi-grams, so they do not need to be con-

secutive sequences of words.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The increasing growth of the Internet has made a huge amount of

information available. It is difficult for humans to summarize large

amounts of text. Thus, there is an immense need for automatic

summarization tools in this age of information overload.

In this paper, we emphasized various extractive approaches for

single and multi-document summarization. We described some of

the most extensively used methods such as topic representation

approaches, frequency-driven methods, graph-based and machine

learning techniques. Although it is not feasible to explain all di-

verse algorithms and approaches comprehensively in this paper,

we think it provides a good insight into recent trends and pro-

gresses in automatic summarization methods and describes the

state-of-the-art in this research area.
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